The FUSO
Difference

Verizon Connect
Fleet for FUSO
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Took place at 10:47am

Verizon Connect
Fleet for FUSO
can provide a real ROI

15%

20%

Increase in Productivity

Increase in Vehicle Utilization
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15%

Reduction in
Fuel Expenses

Reduction in
Idle Time

Reduction in
Mileage Driven

Reduction in
Overtime

For the latest list of compatible vehicles visit:
verizonconnect.com/FUSO

Verizon Connect Fleet for FUSO is the
exclusive telematics solution for FUSO
commercial vehicles.
 Encourages safer driving behavior
 Helps cut costs
 Minimizes downtime
 Helps improve safer driving habits

Source: “Why you need to invest in connected trucks” Frost & Sullivan, 2015
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Fuel Economy
12 mpg

 Easy integration

You’ve got questions,
we have answers:
What are my drivers doing? Where are my
trucks? How can I save money?

Foster Safer Driving Habits
Reward your best drivers
Curb poor driver behavior where it
counts - behind the wheel. Get alerts
when your drivers are harsh
accelerating, hard braking, speeding
and more.

Get more done in your workday
Streamline your business
Manage your fleet better by
knowing where your drivers are,
where they're going, and where
they've visited. See your business in
action from just about any device.

Helps reduce costs
Save beyond the fuel spend
Save in obvious ways (fuel and overtime
labor costs), plus not-so-obvious ways
(off-road tax). What you don’t know is
costing you.
You can also identify issues before they
become ISSUES. Proactive maintenance
alerts help minimize downtime and
reduce repair costs.

Spotlight companion app
Verizon Connect Fleet for FUSO is accessible via any compatible mobile
device giving you the power to stay on top of your mobile workforce anytime,
anywhere. Get critical insights and near real-time vehicle information so you
can optimize your business and cut costs - all while you are on the go.
Many services require GPS services and/or network availability; not available in all locations.

